
Algebra 1
Predicting Patterns & 

Examining Experiments

Unit 1:  The only thing constant is change
Section 3: Location, Location, Location



Antonius’ Road Trip

Chicago to Denver: 1000 miles

 Previously, we examined Antonius Road Trip and we will start this day’s discussion with a 
look at the time he will arrive in Denver.



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?

  Antonius is leaving Chicago at 7am and he reaches Davenport at 10am.  He has traveled 
182 miles in 3 hours and so is averaging 60 mph (approximately).    
  (Large Class Discussion) Students should have an answer now, tally the answers (arrival 
times) on the board (yourself or have students come and write their answers).  
  (Small Group Discussion) Unless there is a unanimous, correct answer of 11:30pm, have 
students discuss their answers in small groups.  Have the group come to a consensus of a 
solution that they will present to the class.  The next few slides describe different solution 
methods, but student ideas and work is more important and relevant.
  Student solutions are better, but showing multiple representations is key as well.  
Supplement student work with other methods shown here.



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?
Solution Method #1

Hours 
Traveled

Distance 
to Denver

0 1000 182 miles 
every 3 hours

3 818

6 636

9 454

12 272

15 90 cannot go 
down by 182, 
only half 
that...

16.5 0

If  he leaves at 7am, 
Antonius will arrive 
in Denver, CO 16.5 
hours later at 
11:30pm.      

  (Large Group Discussion) Discuss student solutions to this problem.  Feel free to use these 
slides, but student work is more important.  This is a NUMERIC solution using a table.



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?
Solution Method #1b

If  he leaves at 7am, 
Antonius will arrive 
in Denver, CO 16.5 
hours later at 
11:30pm.      

Hours 
Traveled

Distance to 
Denver

0 1000
3 818
6 636
9 454
12 272
15 90

16.5 0
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  Solution by GRAPHIC representation of the previous table.  Student solutions are better, but 
showing multiple representations is key as well.  Supplement student work with other 
methods shown here.



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?
Solution Method #2

–

–

=

=

182 miles

3 hours

Antonius’ rate is                             , so the TOTAL 

time will be                              .  If  he leaves at 7am, 

he will arrive in Denver 16.5 hours later at 11:30pm.      

182 miles
3 hours

≈ 60.667 mph

1000 miles
60.667 mph

≈ 16.5 hours

  If a student presents this kind of solution, have him or her explain the work.  This is a quick 
method for solving the problem, but is not a very detailed solution.  Again, student solutions 
are important.  
  Feel free to work with correct and incorrect solutions.  If it is correct, students have taught 
each other.  If it is incorrect, use the moment to correct the error and learn from the mistake.
  This is a NUMERIC solution using the formula time=distance/rate.



Average Speed:

What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?
Solution Method #3

182 miles
3 hours

≈ 60.667 mph

1000 − 60.667x = 0

Antonius needs to go 1000 miles.  We know the 
average speed is 60.667 miles for every hour driven.   
So we just need to solve the equation below.

  This slide and the next display an algebraic solution.  If students have no exposure to 
algebra (or two-step linear equations with decimals), this is not a teaching slide.  Yet, 
exposure to the notation and process can be helpful, since we have three different methods 
that all give the same answer.



Average Speed:

Antonius needs to go 1000 miles.  We know the 
average speed is 60.667 miles for every hour driven.   
So we just need to solve the equation below.

What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?
Solution Method #3

182 miles
3 hours

≈ 60.667 mph

1000 − 60.667x = 0

automatic transition



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?
Solution Method #3

1000 − 60.667x = 0
−1000               −1000
      − 60.667x = −1000

        −60.667     −60.667

x =
−1000
−60.667

≈ 16.5

If  he leaves at 7am, 
Antonius will arrive 
in Denver, CO 16.5 
hours later at 
11:30pm.      

  Solution by ALGEBRAIC method.  Again, if students are familiar with algebra, then this may 
be attainable.  If not, any student can notice the similarity between the final step (1000 
divided by 60.667) is the same as a step in Method #2.  A great question to ask is “why do we 
keep dividing 1000 by 60.667 ?”
  This is a ALGEBRAIC solution using a y-intercept of 1000 and -60.667 as the slope.  



What time will Antonius arrive in Denver?
Solution Method #4

If  he leaves at 7am, 
Antonius will arrive 
in Denver, CO 16.5 
hours later at 
11:30pm.      

Since DistanceFromDenver = 1000 miles −  60.667 ⋅ #miles,  
Graph:  y = 1000 − 60.667x

  Solution by GRAPHIC representation of the previous equation in Method #3.  Student 
solutions are better, but showing multiple representations is key as well.  Supplement 
student work with other methods shown here.
  



Location Notation

  Alright, we’ve been looking at patterns and problems, but it is time to make sure we have 
the right (algebra) skills to solve these problems any way we choose: we should be able to 
Describe how to solve a problem Algebraically, Numerically, or Graphically (DANG method).
  This lesson will look at (simpler) problems involving coordinates and slope.  After we build 
up this notation, we will revisit the previous problems to make sure we can make connections 
across the multiple representations (i.e. the DANG method).
  The following questions will be discussed in small groups and are review based upon State 
and National Standards.  The problems assess coordinates, pythagorean theorem, and the 
relationship between tables and graphs.  Next lesson we will focus upon slope, slope as a 
rate, and graphs of linear equations.



Location Notation

Level 1:  What is the distance from A to B?

  Standardized test practice problems will be seen again on a state exam (or MAP test) and 
prepare students for a future ACT/SAT examination. 
 (Large group discussion - quick)  Level 1: counting coordinates



Level 2:  What is the distance from B to C?

Location Notation

  Level 2: Pythagorean Theorem
  (Pair and Share - students get an answer, then share with a partner) There is no proof 
offered for the Pythagorean theorem offered here, just the use of it.  



Which point is not a solution to the line graphed above?

A. (–2,–1)     B. (1,4)     C. (–5,–2)     D. (3,6)

Location Notation

  (Pair and Share)  The line is y=x+3 and the non-solution point is A. (–2,–1) because the 
point does not lie upon the line.



Which set of points describe a horizontal line?

A. (–2,–1), (–2,0), (–2,1)

B. (1,4), (2,5), (3,6), (4,7)

C. (–5,–2), (–3,–2), (–1,–2)

D. (3,6), (6,3), (–6,–3), (–3,–6)

Location Notation

  (Pair and Share)   Correct answer is set C
  Set A: No, this is a vertical set of points.
  Set B: No, these points lie on the line y=x+3
  Set C: Yes
  Set D: No, these make a rectangle.



 The graph below shows the 
temperature of  a refrigerator 
that just lost power.  Although      
the temperature is presently 40ºF, 
it is increasing at a rate of  3ºF per 
10 minutes.  
  Which table below best represents this situation?

time temp

0 40

3 50

6 60

9 70

time temp

0 40

10 43

20 46

30 49

time temp

10 40

20 37

30 34

40 31

time temp

40 10

43 20

46 30

49 40

A. B.

C.

D.

Location Notation

  (Pair and Share)  Table C best represents this situation.  If students are not being challenged 
enough, ask “what is the equation of this relationship?”  In this case, the equation is 
y=40+3/10 x  ... [ or y=3/10 x + 40 ].



Homework Options
Textbook assignment (local)

or
State Assessment practice (state) 

or 
Online practice

http://www.funbrain.com/cgi-bin/co.cgi
http://www.funbrain.com/co/index.html

http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/PythagoreanExplorer/
http://illuminations.nctm.org/ActivityDetail.aspx?ID=30 & Journal Prompt: “Explain”

or 
Homework Project

http://www.figurethis.org/pdf/ch/challenges_45-48.pdf : Challenge #45
http://www.figurethis.org/pdf/ch/challenges_69-72.pdf : Challenge #70

  Homework options are provided for teachers.  Local homework is highly appropriate.  
Options are provided that comply with national standards, but be sure that your state 
standards are covered.  
  Feel free to offer students a choice or delete this slide and determine your own assignment.  
If you choose the online practice, I encourage some journal prompt or other assignment to 
assess student engagement and understanding.
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